A choice on
Monday 4th September
ALL DAY POST CONFERENCE
WORKSHOP WITH

Noel Tyl

Incisive Horoscope Analysis
Psychological Need Theory in the Horoscope
Relating planets and aspects to the need pressures that make things happen; evaluating developmental tension; making creative connections for living analysis; building anticipation of behaviour in the past and in the future!

The Master Art of House Analysis
The power of rulership networks to reveal life's most important motivations; parental interaction; self-worth anxieties; giving and receiving love; relationships and sexuality; forming points of view that sustain or change behaviour.

Astrology's Magic Measurements
Saturn retrograde, the Lunar Nodal Axis, Peregrination, Grand Trines, T-squares and more; how they help you initiate meaningful analysis quickly.

Solar Arc Theory and Practice
Fascinating “rapport” measurements that begin to reveal past and future “at a glance”; deduction power, prediction sureness, and rectification accuracy.

A VISIT TO AVEBURY
ANCIENT STONE CIRCLE
with Robin Heath & Nicholas Campion
Avebury is the site of the largest stone circle in Europe, dating back about 5,000 years. It was a centre of pre-patriarchal, Northern European megalithic religion, that was in its full flower more than a thousand years before the construction of Egypt’s Great Pyramid.

The scientific astronomy, brilliant civil engineering and geometry of the ancient builders of Avebury will be fully explained by our guide Robin Heath, a qualified modern engineer and author of “A Key to Stonehenge”. Nick Campion will add further historical perspective. The tour will include the neighbouring ancient monuments at Silbury Hill and the West Kennet Long Barrow.

Bring sturdy footwear.

In the stately splendour & comfortable accommodation of the
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE - CIRENCESTER
In the heart of Britain's beautiful Cotswold countryside

Friday 1st - Sunday 3rd September

Optional guided tour to Avebury
Star gazing by telescope
Astro-quiz & fancy dress with prizes

Early morning meditations
Saturday night dance & cabaret with live music
THE ASTROLOGICAL ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAIN
PRESENTS ITS 37TH CONFERENCE

Investigating Time & Space

Tradition

Olivia Barclay:
Timing in Horary
Diane Binnington:
Sexual Bias in the Astrological Tradition
Ruth Chilesdale:
Soul Talisman - Marsilio Ficino's Holistic Astrology
Mike Edwards:
Electional Astrology
Brian Hobley:
Astrological Symbolism of Roman Architecture
Derek Parker:
The Rise and Fall of the Astrological Almanac
Helena Patterson:
Ancient Origins of the Druidic Solar/Lunar Zodiac

Contemporary

Farida Asadullina:
Victim/Victimizer Pattern in Russian History
Lynn Bell:
Heaven and Earth Reversed - the Pluto-Uranus Cycle
Maggie Hyde:
The Astrologer's Universe
Suzi Lilley-Harvey:
Ancestral Voices - Family Patterns
Sue Martin:
Ancient Wisdom - Bedrock of Astrology's Future
Sheila O'Hara:
This Time and Place - Seeing the Event in its Place
Bill Sheenan:
War and Peace in Ireland - Astrological Dynamics

Advanced

Pamela Crane:
Back to the Future - Converse Charts and More
Martin Davis:
Local Space Astrology - A Modern Geomancy
Bernard Eccles:
Tertiary Progressions
Ian Freer:
Egyptian Stars
Robin Heath:
Composite Day Charts - New Way of Forecasting
Gary Heaton:
Astro-Criminology
Professor Peter Roberts:
Time Twins - Latest Research Results
Discovering your Astrological Profile through 'Question and Answer' Techniques

Experiential

Heather Fish:
Mercury
Lynda Hill:
Sibian Symbols - Vital Dimension of Chart Readings
Jane Lee:
Elemental Combinations in Synastry
Richard Llewellyn:
Fantasies, Fairy Tales and Sub-Personalities
Rainbow Lock:
Self-Discovery through the Signs of the Zodiac

Additional Attractions

Early Morning Meditations — Sunday Session with Inter-Faith Readings
Astrological Garden — Created by Jean Elliott, assisted by Marina and Helena Francis
Stargazing with Richard Ingram — Moon, Jupiter and Saturn will be in the right position to view
Astro-Quiz — Friday Evening
Astro Fancy Dress — Case of Champagne Prize!
Saturday Night Cabaret & Dance —  with Live Music
After Conference — why not visit Banstead House, Hidcote Manor or Kiftsgate Court, three of Britain's renown gardens?